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Abstract

We examine the effect of market efficiency on the efficiency of capital allocation in the set-

ting of decentralized exchanges of crypto assets. Utilizing data on nearly 100 million trades in

concentrated liquidity pools on two leading blockchains, we construct a highly granular, capital-

market-based measure of capital allocation efficiency. We also design and implement a method

of identifying market-efficiency-restoring arbitrage transactions among all blockchain transac-

tions and construct arbitrage-based granular measures of market efficiency. We find that market

efficiency has positive, economically and statistically significant, and causal impact on capital

allocation efficiency.
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“[England’s financial] organization is so useful because it is so easily adjusted. Political economists

say that capital sets towards the most profitable trades, and that it rapidly leaves the less profitable

non-paying trades. But in ordinary countries this is a slow process, ... In England, however, ...

capital runs as surely and instantly where it is most wanted, and where there is most to be made of

it, as water runs to find its level.”

Walter Bagehot, 1873

1. Introduction

There is vast evidence that developed financial markets facilitate growth (see Levine (1998),

Levine et al. (2000), Durnev et al. (2004), and Acemoglu et al. (2005) for country-level evidence;

Jayaratne and Strahan (1996) for the U.S.-state-level evidence; Rajan and Zingales (1998) and

Beck and Levine (2002) for industry-level evidence; and Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (1998)

for firm-level evidence.)

A plausible channel for this relation is the ability of developed financial markets to facilitate

efficient allocation of capital to its most profitable uses. Efficient capital allocation can be due

several reasons: efficiency of prices (e.g., Tobin (1969)), screening efficiency (e.g., Diamond (1984),

Boyd and Prescott (1986), and King and Levine (1993)), and reduced agency costs (e.g., Jensen

(1986)).

Empirically, there does not seem to be a consensus regarding the empirical relation between

financial market development and capital allocation efficiency. On the one hand, Wurgler (2000)

finds that elasticity of industry investment to value added is higher in countries with developed

capital markets and Rajan and Zingales (1998) report that external-finance-dependent industries

grow faster in financially developed markets. On the other hand, bank-centered financial systems

may be as good at efficiently allocating capital as developed public financial markets. For example,

Beck and Levine (2002) show that external-finance-dependent industries do not grow faster in

market-based systems than in bank-based financial systems.
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In this paper we examine the impact of one important component of financial market devel-

opment — market efficiency — on the efficiency of allocation of capital in this market. Our main

result is that there seems to be a positive, statistically and economically significant, and likely

causal link between market efficiency and capital allocation efficiency.

Our setting is decentralized exchanges (DEXes) of crypto assets. The market for crypto cur-

rencies is still in its infancy: The overall crypto market capitalization is around 1.4 trillion dollars

as of November 2023, compared with roughly 100 trillion dollars capitalization of global equity

markets. Yet, this market and in particular its decentralized part, which is characterized by a

unique trading technology in which assets are exchanged without reliance on financial intermedi-

aries, present a unique laboratory for investigating our research question. The reason is that in

this market it is possible to measure both market efficiency and capital allocation efficiency at the

level of granularity unattainable in traditional financial markets.

Utilizing data on close to 100 million trades in crypto assets facilitated by so-called ”concen-

trated liquidity pools” over a 2.5-year period on two blockchains — Ethereum and Polygon —

we estimate a measure of capital allocation efficiency for every liquidity pool every week. There

are nearly 50,000 pool-week observations on Ethereum blockchain and nearly 25,000 on Polygon

blockchain. The main reason for examining two blockchains is that one of them (Polygon) serves

as a control sample in an identification test of the causal relation between market efficiency and

capital allocation efficiency on the other (Ethereum).

Our capital allocation efficiency measure is based on examining how useful concentrated liquidity

is in reducing the price impact of trades. For every pool-week, we estimate the liquidity of a

hypothetical non-concentrated-liquidity pool that would lead to the lowest average normalized

difference between the price impact that would have occurred in this hypothetical pool and the

realized price impact in the real, concentrated-liquidity pool. Our estimation procedure is able to

match trade outcomes quite precisely. We define capital efficiency as the ratio of liquidity in the

hypothetical pool with non-concentrated liquidity to the liquidity of the concentrated-liquidity pool.

This pool-week measure exhibits large cross-sectional (across pools), time-series, and cross-chain
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variation.

Building on Fama (1970), who argues that arbitrage activity is the mechanism that is at the

core of market efficiency and that leads to adherence to the low of one price, our market efficiency

measure is based on the proportion of efficiency-restoring arbitrage transactions in a pool during a

week. The higher the fraction of arbitrage transactions the shorter the expected time to closure of

gaps in prices across markets and to restoration of market efficiency. We develop a procedure for

identifying efficiency-restoring arbitrage transactions with various degrees of complexity, among all

transactions recorded in the two blockchains.

Having constructed granular measures of both capital allocation efficiency and market efficiency,

we proceed to examining the relation between the two. Our baseline result is that there is a strong

and robust positive association between market efficiency and capital allocation efficiency, after

controlling for numerous other factors that may impact the desirability of liquidity concentration:

non-market-efficiency restoring arbitrage transactions, overall bot activity in the pool, utilization

of the pool’s liquidity, relative average transaction size, volatility of exchange rate of the pool’s

assets, the overall state of the market, and the costs of performing transactions on the blockchain

(”gas costs”).

To examine whether the relation between market efficiency and capital allocation efficiency

is causal, we estimate the response of capital allocation efficiency on Ethereum to an event that

had a significant (albeit likely temporary) effect on the arbitrage activity and, by implication, on

market efficiency, in liquidity pools on Ethereum. The event is ”Shapella” upgrade of Ethereum

blockchain that disrupted economic relations between ”block builders”, who are crucial for per-

forming effective arbitrage on the blockchain by optimally placing proposed arbitrage transactions

within blocks, and ”validators”, who receive proposed blocks of transactions from the builders and

add them to the blockchain. We find that the effect of a temporary reduction in market efficiency

on capital allocation efficiency in Ethereum pools relative to matched pools on Polygon (that did

not experience the shock) is profound: Capital efficiency is 0.3-0.4 standard deviations lower in the

weeks following the shock.
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Our paper’s contribution is twofold. First, we contribute to the economic literature examining

the effects of financial development. Our findings indicate that market efficiency — a crucial feature

of developed financial markets — leads to more efficient allocation of capital. To our knowledge,

this is the first evidence, using a (trade)-outcome-based granular measure of efficiency of capital

allocation, of the impact of market efficiency on capital allocation efficiency. The observed positive

effect is consistent with theoretical arguments in Tobin (1969), Diamond (1984), Boyd and Prescott

(1986), King and Levine (1993), and Jensen (1986). While the setting for our analysis is a relatively

niche and rapidly developing market — on-chain trading in crypto assets, there is nothing in the

characteristics of this market that would suggest that our findings would lack external validity.

Our second contribution is to the emerging literature studying decentralized exchanges. Lehar

and Parlour (2023) and Foley et al. (2023) perform comprehensive empirical analyses of trading

and liquidity provision on DEXes. Capponi and Jia (2023) investigate theoretically and empirically

market microstructure of DEXes. Aoyagi (2020), Milionis et al. (2022), Heimbach et al. (2022),

and Lehar et al. (2023) perform theoretical and empirical analyses of liquidity provision in non-

concentrated and concentrated liquidity pools. and Caparros et al. (2023) studies empirically

liquidity repositioning strategies of liquidity providers in the presence off fixed transaction (gas)

costs, which is also a focus of investigation of Lehar et al. (2023). Barbon and Ranaldo (2023)

examine empirically transaction costs and price efficiency on DEXes. Park (2023) analyzes several

tradeoffs involved in a DEX pool design. Hasbrouck et al. (2022) and Frtisch et al. (2023) model

optimal choice of pool fees in a DEX. Angeris et al. (2023) perform a theoretical analysis of price

stability on DEXes. Malamud and Rostek (2017) compare welfare on a decentralized exchange to

that on its centralized counterpart.

We contribute to this literature by providing the first analysis of capital allocation efficiency in

concentrated liquidity provision, which has become the dominant way of facilitating trades in crypto

assets on the blockchain. We develop a new, capital-market-based measure of capital allocation

efficiency, and document that while concentrated liquidity provision is useful in facilitating efficient

trading, concentrating liquidity does not always leads to efficient outcomes. We also examine
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various determinants of capital allocation efficiency in concentrated liquidity pools.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we discuss the basics

of decentralized exchanges and concentrated liquidity provision. Section 3 describes the data and

summary statistics. Section 4 develops and analyzes our measure of capital allocation efficiency.

Arbitrage-based measures of market efficiency are developed in Section 5. The empirical analysis

of the relation between market efficiency and capital allocation efficiency is presented in Section 6.

Section 7 concludes.

2. Setting

2.1. Decentralized exchanges: Overview

The setting of our analysis is decentralized exchanges of crypto assets (DEXes). Traditional

(centralized) crypto exchanges (CEXes), such as Binance, Coinbase, and Kraken among over 200

spot crypto exchanges as of November 20231 rely on order book technology, akin to that employed

by stock exchanges. DEXes, facilitating trades in crypto assets on public blockchains, largely rely

on an entirely different type of trading technology, referred to as ”Automated Market Making

(AMM)”. This alternative trading technology has become possible thanks to two characteristics of

public blockchains. The first complete transparency of all transactions on a blockchain. The second

is the ability of smart contracts to facilitate trades that are recorded directly on the blockchain

(”on-chain”) without requiring custody of users’ funds at any point by intermediaries, such as

CEXes.2

AMM-based trading, first introduced to the crypto trading market by Bancor and Uniswap

protocols in 2017-2018,3 gained popularity during the summer of 2020, often referred to as the

”Decentralized Finance (DeFi) summer”. The popularity of AMM-based trading may be attributed

to three main elements. The first is the problematic nature of CEXes that involves centralized

1See leading aggregators, such as Coinmarketcap (www.coinmarketcap.com) and Coingecko (www.coingecko.com).
2See Cong and He (2019) for a general discussion and analysis of smart contracts and John et al. (2022) for an

analysis of smart contracts in decentralized finance.
3See Hertzog et al. (2017) and Adams et al. (2020) for Bancor and Uniswap white papers.
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custody of users’ funds in a largely unregulated environment,4 as was clearly illustrated by the

monstrous collapse in November 2022 of FTX – the third largest crypto exchange at the time.

Second, unregulated crypto exchanges are plagued by fake trading, hurting individual traders.5

Third, as we discuss below, AMM-based trading reduces the extent of adverse selection that noize

traders are exposed to, as a counterparty to any AMM-based trade is a blind pool of liquidity, as

opposed to a (potentially better informed) trader.

Figure 1 presents the evolution of overall trading volume on DEXes.

[FIGURE 1 HERE]

The peak of trading on DEXes occurred at the turn of 2021 and 2022, in which monthly trading

volume routinely exceeded $US 200 billion. Trading volume on DEXes has decreased drastically

since. This reduction largely coincided with the ”crypto winter”, which began with a series of

large-scale scandals, such as the collapse of a popular blockchain Terra along with its fully algo-

rithmic stable coin UST in May 2022 and defaults of large crypto investment funds and lending

platforms (e.g., Three Arrows Capital and Celcius) soon thereafter, and was further deepened by

the aforementioned collapse of FTX.

In relative terms, DEXes have been gaining importance even throughout the crypto winter, with

the fraction of trading volume on DEXes relative to that on CEXes reaching 0.5 in November 2023,6

up from 0.05-0.10 throughout 2021-2022. Roughly half of all DEX trading volume routinely occurs

on Ethereum, the oldest and most popular blockchain enabling smart contracts and, as a result,

on-chain trading — one of the two blockchains we analyze in this study. Much of the other half of

on-chain trading has been happening on Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)-compatible ”layer-2”

blockchains, which tend to be less secure but allow for a much larger throughput of transactions

and are much cheaper as a result.7 Our analysis extends to one of the largest layer-2 chains —

Polygon — responsible for roughly 5% of DEX trading volume.

4See Yadav (2022) for a discussion of regulation of crypto exchanges.
5See Cong et al. (2023) and Amiram et al. (2023) for analyses of fake (wash) trading on CEXes.
6See Defillama (www.defillama.com), the leading aggregator of on-chain (DeFi) data
7See Schaffner (2021) for a discussion of various features of layer-2 blockchains.
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2.2. Constant product automated market making

Automated market making allows trading in two assets using a ”liquidity pool” containing these

assets.8 Once liquidity has been deposited into a pool, a trader can withdraw any amount of one

of the pool’s assets, ”asset out” (up to the total amount of that asset in the pool) by depositing a

deterministic amount of the other asset into the pool. This deterministic ”amount in” is a function

of just two arguments — the amounts of the two assets in the pool at the time of the trade and the

amount of ”asset out” the trader wishes to withdraw from the pool. Similar to traditional, order-

book-based trading, AMM-based trading features two main types of traders — noize traders and

arbitrageurs, typically referred to as ”Maximum Extractable Value (MEV)” bots; this classification

of traders will play a crucial role in our analysis. Importantly, the outcome of the trade is only a

function of trade size and the state of liquidity in the pool at the time of the trade, and is never a

function of a trader’s identity or type.

The economics of liquidity provision to AMM-based DEXes consists of the following elements.

Liquidity providers to a pool receive fractional trading fees for every trade involving the assets in

the pool in either direction.9 Swap fees remain in the pool, allowing the pool to grow over time.

Any time a liquidity provider deposits assets into a pool (”establishes a new liquidity position”),

she receives newly minted ”liquidity pool (LP) tokens”, in proportion to the newly established

position relative to overall pool size. LP tokens constitute an on-chain, verifiable representation of

every liquidity position. A liquidity provider into a pool is able to withdraw her liquidity from the

pool partially or fully at any time by sending her LP tokens to the smart contract governing the

pool and ”burning” them.

Liquidity provision is not a risk-free proposition. In addition to the usual risk of holding the two

assets deposited into the pool, liquidity providers (LPs) are subject to the ”impermanent loss” risk.

Impermanent loss occurs whenever an arbitrageur makes a profitable trade in the pool in response

8Typically, liquidity pools consist of two assets. However, protocols such as Balancer and Curve have developed
AMM-based trading technologies in liquidity pools consisting of multiple assets. See Martinelli and Mushegian (2019)
and Egorov (2019) for Balancer and Curve white papers, respectively.

9See Hasbrouck et al. (2022) for a model of optimal fees in AMM.
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to exogenous changes in the two assets’ relative values. In other words, impermanent loss is a loss

compared to a situation in which there were no trades in the pool following exogenous changes in

prices of the pool’s assets. Impermanent loss may be reversed if/when the exchange rate of the two

assets returns to the one at which the liquidity was provided. However, impermanent loss becomes

permanent if the exchange rate at the time the liquidity is withdrawn by an LP from the pool

differs from the exchange rate at the time of establishment of her liquidity position. Impermanent

loss is a one-sided risk — i.e. expected impermanent loss is always positive and is increasing in the

volatility of the exchange rate between the pool’s assets.10

Trading curves in AMM pools take various configurations. The earliest and still the most

common type of AMM is ”constant product market making”, in which trading in assets X and Y

is defined by a constant: X × Y = K. Consider an example. Assume that there are two liquidity

providers who deposit liquidity into a pool of assets X and Y at 1:2 exchange rate.11 Assume

that the first (second) LP deposits 50 (100) and 100 (200) units of assets X and Y into the pool,

respectively, resulting in the following pool composition: X = 150 and Y = 300. The two LPs’

positions and the resulting trading curve in the pool are depicted in Figure 2a.

[FIGURE 2 HERE]

Under constant product trading curve, the amount of asset Y , ∆Y , that a trader receives from the

pool in return to sending (selling) ∆X units of asset X to the pool equals

∆Y = Y − X × Y

X +∆X(1− f)
=

∆X(1− f)× Y

X +∆X(1− f)

′
(1)

where f is the pool’s fractional trading fee. Assume that in our example, a trader wishes to sell 15

units of asset X, i.e. ∆X = 15. Assume also that the trading fee in the pool is 0.003, i.e. 0.3% of

an asset sent to the pool stays in the pool, whereas the rest is exchanged for the other asset (asset

out). The resulting amount of asset out is: ∆Y = 15×0.997×300
150+15×0.997 = 27.198. This trade is illustrated in

10See Milionis et al. (2022) and Deng et al. (2023) for theoretical analyses of impermanent loss in liquidity provision.
11Liquidity is typically provided at the ”correct” exchange rate corresponding to either an exogenously given

exchange rate on another DEX or CEX or the exchange rate based on the market’s assessment of the two assets’
valuations. Providing liquidity at any other rate would lead to an arbitrage opportunity and result in impermanent
loss to liquidity providers.
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Figure 2b, where pool composition moves along the trading curve from the black dot to the green

one as a result of the trade.

Constant product trading curve satisfies the following intuitive property: The price impact of

a trade (i.e. the difference between the marginal exchange rate and the average exchange rate in a

trade) is an increasing function of the ratio of the amount of asset sold to the pool (∆X) and pool

size (X × Y = K). Price impact can be computed as:

1− ∆Y
Y∆X
X

− f =
∆X(1− f)2

X +∆X(1− f)
, (2)

and in our example equals 9.04%, in addition to 0.3% pool fee.

The equilibrium pool size is a result of the following tradeoff. On the one hand, a larger pool

leads to a lower price impact, increasing the pool’s attractiveness to traders. On the other hand, for

a given trading volume, the return to liquidity provision is decreasing in pool size.12 The curvature

of the trading function involves the following tradeoff. On the one hand, the flatter the trading

curve the lower the trading costs due to lower price impact. On the other hand, the flatter the

trading curve the larger the impermanent loss to liquidity providers, as a flatter curve leads to

larger arbitrage trades and higher arbitrage profits in response to exogenous changes in prices of

pool’s assets, requiring higher pool fees to compensate LPs for the higher impermanent loss risk.

Optimal trading curve balances these two considerations. While constant product curve dominates

trading on DEXes, other curves, such as the combination of constant product and constant sum,

introduced by Curve protocol, X×Y + ξ× (X+Y ) = K, which is flatter around the spot exchange

rate, have become popular.13

2.3. Concentrated liquidity and capital allocation efficiency

A problem with the constant product curve, sometimes referred to as ”Uniswap V2” or simply

”V2”, as most constant-product pools are governed by either the second version of open-source

12See Aoyagi (2020) and Lehar and Parlour (2023) for theoretical analyses of the equilibrium size of AMM-based
liquidity pools.

13See Capponi and Jia (2023) and Angeris et al. (2023) for models of optimal design of trading curves on an AMM.
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smart contracts deployed by the largest and most successful DEX protocol — Uniswap — or their

clones (”forks”), is that most of the liquidity provided to pools is idle, resulting in relatively low

capital efficiency. Consider the example illustrated in Figure 2. As a rule of thumb, the price

impact of a trade roughly equals the ratio of trade size and pool’s liquidity. Thus, trades making

use of a large fraction of the pool’s liquidity rarely occur — generally, and in our sample that we

describe below. In May 2021, Uniswap came out with revolutionary new smart contracts allowing

for concentrated liquidity provision, usually referred to as ”Uniswap V3” or ”V3”.14 The idea is

that optimal liquidity should not be distributed evenly along the full trading curve, as in Figure

2. Instead, optimal liquidity allocation would be characterized by higher liquidity deployed to the

portion of the trading curve in which the majority of the trades occur, i.e. around the spot exchange

rate.

More formally, when providing concentrating liquidity, an LP sets the lower and upper bounds

of the exchange rate between which her liquidity would be concentrated. As long as the exchange

rate in the pool remains between the two bounds, the LP’s effective (”virtual”) liquidity is larger

than her actual liquidity deployed to the pool. This larger de-facto liquidity results in larger share

of the pool and higher fraction of the pool’s trading fees. By the time the exchange rates leaves

these predetermined bounds, the entire LP’s liquidity has been swapped to the cheaper of the two

assets and becomes idle until the exchange rate returns to the bounds or until the liquidity position

is rebalanced.

Consider the following modification of the example above. Assume that the second LP continues

to provide standard, non-concentrated liquidity ofX = 100 and Y = 200, illustrated by the blue dot

in Figure 3a. Non-concentrated liquidity provision into a concentrated liquidity pool is equivalent

to setting the lower and upper exchange rate bounds at 0 and ∞, respectively.

[FIGURE 3 HERE]

The first LP decides to concentrate her liquidity in a way that would result in five-fold leveraged

liquidity within a certain range and idle liquidity outside that range. The first LP’s real liquidity

14See Adams et al. (2021) for detailed explanation of Uniswap V3 AMM as well as Barbon and Ranaldo (2023) for
a discussion of differences between Uniswap V2 and V3 AMM.
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is still X = 50, Y = 100, resulting in K = 50 × 100 = 5, 000. To achieve the desired level of

five-fold liquidity concentration, define virtual liquidity, K∗ = K × 52 = 125, 000. Denote by

pb =
(
Y
X

)
b
> pa =

(
Y
X

)
a
the upper and lower bounds (exchange rates) of virtual liquidity provision.

Virtual concentrated liquidity is given by

(X + (
K∗

pb
)0.5)× (Y + (K∗ × pa)

0.5) = K∗. (3)

Assume that the chosen upper bound of the exchange rate is pb = 2.5. Plugging X = 50, Y = 100,

and K∗ = 125, 000 into (??) results in lower bound, pa, of 1.228, i.e. five-fold leveraged liquidity

is possible in the range of exchange rates (1.228, 2.5). The first LP’s real liquidity is denoted by

the red dot in Figure 3a and the resulting virtual trading curve is depicted by the upper red curve,

which is a linear transposition of the real (lower red) trading curve that fits the chosen exchange

rate bounds. The resulting total trading curve in the pool is depicted in green. Note that the

pool’s trading curve is discontinuous, due to the fact that the first LP’s liquidity is active within

the exchange rate bounds and is idle outside of the bounds.

Assume now that a trader swaps 15 units of asset X for Y in the concentrated liquidity pool.

Assume temporarily that the pool’s post-trade exchange rate would still be inside the first LP’s

concentrated liquidity bounds — a conjecture we will verify. This trade, illustrated by the movement

of the pool’s liquidity from the green dot to the black one along the green trading curve in Figure 3b,

results in the following amount of asset Y received by the trader: ∆Y = 15×0.997×700
350+15×0.997 = 28.684. Note

that trading occurs over the virtual trading curve: (100+50×5)×(200+100×5) = 245, 000 instead of

the real trading curve in the non-concentrated liquidity example: (100+50)×(200+100) = 45, 000.

The resulting price impact of the trade is 4.09%, compared with the price impact of 9.04% in the

non-concentrated liquidity pool. The post-trade exchange rate in the pool, 300−28.684
150+15 = 1.644 is

within the concentrated liquidity bounds, consistent with the conjecture that the trade is possible

along the virtual trading curve.15 This example is helpful in defining capital allocation efficiency

15In reality, the exchange rate plane is divided into ”ticks” using a fine grid, and virtual trading curve within each
tick is a combination of virtual liquidity of all non-idle liquidity positions in that tick. A trade can occur within a
tick or across multiple ticks.
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in our setting:

Def.: Capital allocation efficiency is the ratio of a) the value of liquidity that needs to be deposited

into a non-concentrated liquidity pool to achieve the same price impact of a trade as the realized

price impact in the concentrated liquidity pool, and b) the value of liquidity of that concentrated

liquidity pool.

We will use this definition of capital allocation efficiency in our empirical analysis. A non-

concentrated liquidity pool has capital allocation efficiency of one. Tighter exchange rate bounds

result in higher capital allocation efficiency if the spot exchange rate is within the bounds. In our

example, the capital allocation efficiency of the concentrated liquidity pool equals 350×2+700
150×2+300 = 2.33.

Concentrating liquidity does not always lead to capital efficiency improvement. Consider an

example illustrated in Figure 3c, in which the current spot rate is outside the concentrated liquidity

bounds: pb = 1.25 and pa = 0.466. In this example, the first LP’s liquidity is idle, and the total

pool’s trading curve consists of just the second LP’s liquidity. The resulting amount out in this

trade is ∆Y = 15×0.997×200
100+15×0.997 = 26.019 and the price impact is 13.27%, compared to price impact

of 9.04% in the case of non-concentrated liquidity. Inefficient concentration of liquidity results in

capital efficiency that is lower than one, 100×2+200
150×2+300 = 0.67 in this example.

3. Data and summary statistics

Our primary data consist of all trades in all concentrated liquidity (”V3”) pools on two blockchains.

The first is Ethereum, the largest and most important blockchain supporting smart contracts and,

by implication, decentralized finance. The second is Polygon — one of the leading ”layer 2” scaling

solutions for Ethereum, developed with the goal of reducing costs of transacting on the blockchain

(at a cost of reduced security). The sample period is between May 6, 2021 — the date of establish-

ment of the first concentrated liquidity pool on Uniswap — and September 17, 2023, for a total of

125 weeks of trading data.

The reason for performing the analysis on two separate blockchains is twofold. First, due to
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orders-of-magnitude differences in costs of transacting on Ethereum (where transactions tend to be

quite expensive) and Polygon (where transactions are cheap), the distributions of trades on the two

blockchains are dissimilar. There are lower economies of scale on Polygon, leading to significantly

smaller transactions on average. The vastly different distributions of transactions have important

implications for estimation of capital allocation efficiency, measurement of market efficiency, and

the relation between the two. Thus, examining transactions on Polygon in addition to Ethereum

enhances external validity of our analysis. Second, (a subset of) liquidity pools on Polygon serves

as a control sample in an identification test that we perform that is based on a significant event

affecting market efficiency that occurred on Ethereum blockchain but not on Polygon.

These trading data are vast, encompassing over 30 million transactions in concentrated liquidity

pools on Ethereum and over 45 million transactions on Polygon. The trading data was generated

from the raw blockchain data using a series of data transformations. The raw blockchain data

for Etherum, Polygon and several other chains is made available to the public in the form of

SQL tables available through publicly available datasets hosted on Google BigQuery analytical

platform. The data extraction and transformation processes required to create and update the

tables are developed and maintained by Blockchain ETL project (https://github.com/blockchain-

etl). The raw blockchain data tables contain the table of all transactions and also the table of all

log events. Log events are usually emitted by smart contracts to make the information about their

inner state available to potential consumers. For example, most AMM pool smart contracts issue

log events such as swap (when a swap operation occurs), mint (when liquidity is deposited into

the pool), burn when liquidity is withdrawn from the pool, and more. The source tables created

by Blockchain ETL contain the data in binary format, and meticulous research was required to

create mappings between binary representations of data and specific events. Using the mappings,

a multi-stage SQL transformation process was created. In the process, first the swap and liquidity

even data was extracted per protocol, then an overall table of swaps was created. In addition,

higher-level tables were also created, uniting several swaps into a logical transaction. For example,

a multi-leg swap consists of several swapping events, and it is useful to be able to represent such
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multi-leg swap in a single trade.

We also employ data on crypto asset daily prices obtained from www.coinmarketcom.com, data

on gas prices on Ethereum and Polygon from respective blockchain explorers, www.etherscan.io

and www.polygonscan.com. The unit of our analysis is pool-week. The reason is that our procedure

for estimating capital allocation efficiency of a given pool within a given time frame requires a non-

trivial number of trades in the pool during that period. For the same reason, we eliminate pool-week

observations with fewer than 30 trades in the pool.

Summary statistics are presented in Table 1. Panel A presents the statistics for Ethereum,

whereas Panel B presents those for Polygon.

[TABLE 1 HERE]

There is a total of nearly 50,000 pool-week observations on Ethereum, corresponding to roughly

400 pool observations per week, as evident from Figure 4a.

[FIGURE 4 HERE]

The mean $US value of liquidity of a V3 pool on Ethereum — typically referred to as ”Total value

locked (TVL)” is nearly $4 million, whereas the median is an order of magnitude smaller. The

TVL of the largest pool on Ethereum exceeds $1 billion. The combined TVL of Ethereum pools

peaked at around $2.7 billion in June 2022 and has dropped by about 50% since, as evident from

Figure 4b.

The mean (median) weekly transaction volume in a V3 pool on Ethereum is $4 million ($250

thousand). Figure 4c demonstrates that total weekly transaction volume in V3 pools reached its

peak of $3.5B in January 2022 and is down to roughly $1 billion over the last year of the sample.

After imposing the restriction of at least 30 weekly transactions in a pool, there are over 300

transactions in a pool per week on average, whereas the median exceeds 100. The number of

weekly transactions in all V3 pools combined fluctuates between 100,000 to 200,000 throughout the

sample, as can be seen in Figure 4d.
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Volume-to-TVL — a measure of pool utilization — has a wide range. Liquidity in some pools

is not utilized at all, whereas the weekly volume in the busiest pool exceeds 130 times its TVL.

The mean (median) weekly pool utilization is slightly below two (one). The mean pool-week level

transaction size is also quite widely distributed. The dollar value of transactions in V3 pools is

sizable: the mean transaction size exceeds $7,000, and in a median transaction $2,000 of crypto

assets change hands. Relative to pool TVL, however, most transactions are quite small, consistent

with price impact increasing nearly linearly with relative transaction size — the mean (median)

transaction corresponding to 0.43% (0.09%) of pool TVL, however the largest transaction saw the

value of asset being sold exceeding the pool’s TVL (and resulting in price impact of over 50%).

The volatility of exchange rate of the two assets in the pool, measured as the daily standard

deviation of log daily returns of the two assets’ exchange rate over a four-week period preceding the

week of the observation ranges between nearly 0 (for pools of two ”stable coins”, i.e. representations

of $U.S. on the blockchain)16 to over 40%, with the mean (median) of 6% (5%) or roughly 100%

annualized standard deviation. We also measure the state of the market, proxied by the return on

Ether — the largest and the most important asset in the decentralized finance ecosystem, during

the four weeks preceding the observation week. Ether’s 4-week standard deviation is nearly 20%,

or around 70% annually.

Finally, we measure the cost of ”gas” on the blockchain that is paid to blockchain validators

for updating and maintaining the blockchain’s history. The overall cost of any transaction on the

blockchain is the product of the pre-determined number of units of gas (which is generally a function

of the complexity of the transaction) and time-varying, demand-for-transaction-driven, price of one

unit of gas, typically expressed in Gwei, which is one-billionth of an Ether. Gas price and, as a

result, the cost of transacting on the blockchain, tends to be higher when there is higher congestion

on the blockchain and when Ether price is higher. For convenience, the price of one unit of gas

in Table 1 is expressed in 10−9$US. The variation in gas prices over time is large: the ratio of the

highest and lowest gas prices within the 2.5-year period exceeds 40.

16See Cong and Xiao (2021) for a taxonomy of crypto assets.
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Moving to Polygon (in Panel B of Table 1), there are over 24,000 pool-week observations,

corresponding to roughly 250 pools per week; the activity in V3 pools on Polygon started about

8 months later than that on Ethereum, as can be seen in Figure 4a. Polygon pools tend to

be significantly smaller than those on Ethereum – by a factor of 5 (10) for the mean (median)

pool TVL; the same is true for transaction volume. Interestingly, the mean (median) number of

transactions in Polygon pools is over 3 (1.5) times larger than the corresponding figures in Ethereum

pools (see also Figure 4d), despite the order-of-magnitude-lower trading volume, consistent with

lower economies of scale on Polygon. Pool utilization is slightly higher on Polygon, whereas average

and median absolute transaction sizes are 15-30 times lower on Polygon than on Ethereum; on the

other hand, transaction sizes computed as a fraction of pool TVL have similar distributions on

the two blockchains. Polygon has a larger fraction of low-volatility pools, as evident from lower

mean and median volatility of exchange rate of pool assets. Finally, as discussed above, gas prices

are vastly different on the two blockchains: the mean (median) gas price — and by implication

the overall cost of transaction — is around 500 times lower on Polygon than on Ethereum. The

latter finding is consistent with Caparros et al. (2023) who report orders-of-magnitude gas price

differences between Ethereum and Polygon.

4. Capital allocation efficiency measurement

We construct our measure of capital allocation efficiency utilizing the definition in Section 2.3,

which is based on a comparison between the TVL of a concentrated liquidity (V3) pool and the

TVL of a hypothetical non-concentrated liquidity (V2) pool that would result in the same quantity

of asset bought by the trader (amount out) for a given quantity of asset sold (amount in) as the

V3 pool. This theoretical definition can be satisfied precisely for each individual trade. However,

as pool composition and TVL during the week is dynamic — both because each trade changes the

amounts of the two assets in the pool and because asset prices fluctuate throughout the week, our

procedure for measuring pool-week-level capital allocation efficiency consists of the following steps.

We first find the amounts of the two assets in the hypothetical V2 pool that minimize the
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sum of relative deviations between the observed amount out in each trade and the hypothetical

amount out that would have been received for that trade in the hypothetical V2 pool, scaled by

the trade’s price impact. Mathematically, this amounts to minimizing the following function for

each V3 pool-week:

min
XV 2,Y V 2

∑
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣
( XV 2×Y V 2

INV 2+∆INi(1−f)
−∆OUTi)× pOUT,i

∆INi × pIN,i −∆OUTi × pOUT,i

∣∣∣∣∣∣, (4)

where XV 2 and Y V 2 are the amounts of assets X and Y in a hypothetical nonconcentrated-liquidity

(V2) pool; INV 2 and OUT V 2 stand for XV 2 and Y V 2 (Y V 2 and XV 2) when X (Y ) is being sold

by a trader into the pool for Y (X); ∆OUTi and ∆INi are (real) amounts in and out, respectively

in trade i that occurred during a given week in a given pool (in trades in which asset in is X (Y ),

∆OUTi and ∆INi take the values of ∆Yi and ∆Xi (∆Xi and ∆Yi), respectively); and pOUT,i and

pIN,i are weekly average prices of assets that serve as asset out and asset in in trade i.

The expression XV 2×Y V 2

INV 2+∆INi(1−f)
in the numerator of (4) is the hypothetical amount out in trade i

in the V2 pool; the difference between this hypothetical amount out and real amount out, multiplied

by the price of asset out, is the (raw, non-normalized) error in the estimate of amount out in trade

i. We divide this error by the dollar price impact of a trade, which is the denominator of (4) to

give weight to both small and large trades in the minimization problem.

We then compute the TVL of the hypothetical V2 pool by multiplying the matched liquidity

of the two assets found by minimizing (4) by their respective average weekly prices. Finally, we

divide the TVL of the hypothetical V2 pool by the weekly average TVL of the V3 pool to obtain

the pool-week-level capital efficiency estimate:

CapEff =
XV 2 × pX + Y V 2 × pY

X × pX + Y × pY
, (5)

where X and Y are the average amounts of assets X and Y in the concentrated-liquidity (V3) pool

throughout the week.

Table 2 presents summary statistics related to capital efficiency estimation for Ethereum and
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Polygon blockchains.

[TABLE 2 HERE]

The first row in both panels describes the estimation error at the pool-week level. The mean

(median) estimation error is 2% (1.4%) for Ethereum pools and 1.2% (0.7%) for Polygon pools,

suggesting that our procedure for estimating the liquidity in hypothetical V2 pools that would

match real trading outcomes in V3 pools is quite precise.17

The second row in each panel presents distribution of estimated capital allocation efficiency —

the focus of our empirical investigation. There is wide variation in pool-week-level capital efficiency

measure. On Ethereum, the mean capital efficiency is 215, whereas the median is 6. This skewness

is driven by several (mostly stable coin) pools with very high capital allocation efficiency values,

exceeding 5,000 on several occasions. While there are pools with inefficient allocation of capital (i.e.

capital efficiency measure lower than one), capital allocation efficiency of many pools belonging to

even the lowest quartile is positive. The distribution of capital allocation efficiency measure on

Polygon is quite similar. Given the large skewness of the capital allocation efficiency measure, in

the empirical analysis we use its natural logarithm, the distribution of which appears in the third

row in both panels. Figure 5 describes the evolution of mean log capital efficiency over time.

[FIGURE 5 HERE]

Capital allocation efficiency on both blockchains is quite persistent. Interestingly, it tends to be

higher on Polygon, which may be consistent with the prevalence of lower-volatility pools there —

a conjecture we examine empirically below.

In Table 3, we examine the determinants of the precision of our estimation of TVLs of V2-

equivalent pools. We estimate, separately for Ethereum and Polygon, linear regressions in which

the dependent variable is the pool-week level absolute estimation error (computed as in (4) using

the liquidity of the pool’s assets obtained as a result of solving (4)). Even columns include pool

and week fixed effects.
17We have eliminated approximately 0.5% of pool-weeks from the analysis in which the average estimation error

exceeds 10%.
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[TABLE 3 HERE]

Estimation precision is increasing in the number of weekly transactions in a pool: A one-

standard-deviation increase in log weekly transactions (8.2) reduces the estimation error by 0.20%

(0.14%) for the case of Ethereum (Polygon), corresponding to 0.1 standard deviations of estimation

error. In addition, estimation error is negatively related to the volume of transactions in the pool.

The intuition is that in the presence of price variability throughout a week, price impact of a trade

is estimated more precisely when trades are larger. Finally, estimation precision is significantly

negatively related to the standard deviation of the exchange rate of the pool’s assets: Increasing

exchange rate volatility by one standard deviation raises the estimation error by 0.3 (0.38) standard

deviations in Ethereum (Polygon) pools. The intuition is that the variation throughout the week

in the real V3 pool’s composition is increasing in the volatility of the exchange rate of the pool’s

assets, making the assumption of a constant TVL of the hypothetical V2 pool less grounded in

reality and distorting the estimation precision.

In light of the variability in the precision of capital allocation efficiency estimation, we exam-

ine robustness of empirical tests discussed below, by excluding pool-weeks with estimation errors

exceeding 5% and/or 2%. All the qualitative results are robust to estimation within subsamples of

pool-weeks in which capital allocation efficiency is estimated with the highest degree of precision.

5. Arbitrage-based measure of market efficiency and other mea-

sures of bot trading

5.1. Market-efficiency and efficiency-restoring arbitrage

The central question of our research is the relation between market efficiency and capital al-

location efficiency. After having estimated the latter, we turn to estimating market efficiency at

the blockchain-pool-week level. According to Fama (1970), the temporary nature of deviations of

prices from efficient benchmarks are a result of arbitrageurs’ efficiency-restoring trades. Thus, it

is natural to construct a proxy for market efficiency that is based on the prevalence of arbitrage
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transactions.

Blockchain-based ”on-chain” trading presents a perfect setting for estimating an arbitrage-based

measure of market efficiency for the following reasons. First, all transactions on the blockchain are

observable in real time — attempted transactions appear in the so-called ”memory pool” as soon

as they are submitted, whereas completed transactions appear in the block in which they were

executed. Thus, it is straightforward to uncover arbitrage opportunities as soon as they appear,

and arbitrage-searching ”Maximum Value Extraction” bots have become an industry in its own

right.

Second, possibilities for arbitrage on DEXes are endless, since assets are connected through a

variety of pools on various protocols, and all protocols deployed on the same blockchain are inter-

operable, i.e. an arbitrage transaction may consist of several legs across several protocols. An

example of such transaction is presented in Figure 6.

[FIGURE 6 HERE]

In this example, an arbitrage is performed using three different pools on two swparate protocols.

The arbitrageur first swaps 413.63 rETH to 408.41 wstETH on Curve, then swaps the received

408.41 wstETH to 462 ETH on Uniswap V3, and then swaps 446.13 ETH to 413.63 rETH on

another Uniswap V3 pool. The arbitrageur returns the originally swapped rETH and is left with a

handsome profit of 15.9 ETH (around $30,000 at that moment).18

Third, there is a single limit to arbitrage — the gas costs that needs to be paid to blockchain

validators for including a transaction on the blockchain. These gas costs are typically quite small for

transactions of moderate complexity — ranging from a fraction of a cent on Polygon to single-digit

dollars on Ethereum. For example, the gas costs associated with the transaction in the example

above amounted to 0.0052 ETH (approximately $10.8).

Last but not least, unlike arbitrage in traditional markets, arbitrage on the blockchain does

not require initial capital and is nearly risk-free. The reasons are a) the principle of ”atomicity”

in blockchain transactions and b) the availability of ”flash loans”. Atomicity implies that if a

18This transaction is available at https://t.ly/XCPtr.
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transaction contains several legs, one of which cannot be executed, the transaction fails in its

entirety. A flash loan is a loan that is taken and returned (with interest) within the same transaction.

Thus, many arbitrage transactions consist of taking a flash loan in an asset, performing the legs of

arbitrage, and returning the loan, all within one transaction, removing the need in initial capital

to execute arbitrage. If the flash loan cannot be returned, e.g., because the proposed arbitrage

transaction was unprofitable to begin with or because another trader has already taken advantage

of the arbitrage opportunity, the transaction (including the flash loan) fails (i.e. is cancelled),

making both flash loans and attempted arbitrage transactions effectively risk-free, as only successful

arbitrage transactions, in which flash loans are returned, can go through. One exception to this

discussion is the gas costs that need to be paid for any attempted transaction regardless of its

eventual success (or of its profitability relative to the costs of gas if the transaction is successful),

which is the only material risk involved in performing arbitrage on the blockchain.19

To identify arbitrage opportunities, we search in every block on Ethereum and Polygon blockchains

for profitable arbitrage transactions. Ethereum blocks appear roughly every 12 seconds, and each

block typically contains low-single-digit hundreds of transactions. Polygon blocks have a two-second

frequency, typically having several dozen transactions in a block.

A multi-leg trade is classified as a profitable, market efficiency-restoring arbitrage in a given

pool if the following conditions are satisfied:

a) the net amount out (i.e. the difference between amount out and amount in across all legs of the

transaction) of every asset involved in the transaction is non-negative;

b) the net amount out of at least one asset involved in the transaction is positive;

c) all legs of the trade occur within a single transaction;

d) at least one of the legs of the transaction involves a trade in the pool under examination.

Note that any transaction satisfying the first two criteria is necessarily bringing exchange rates in

pools involved closer to each other (by buying an asset in a pool in which it is relatively cheap

thereby raising its price and selling the asset in a pool in which it is relatively expensive, reducing

19See Hansson (2022) for a more detailed discussion of arbitrage on the blockchain.
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its price as a result). The third condition is a definition of a bundled transaction needed to ensure

arbitrage is risk-free.20

Our measure of market efficiency at the pool-week level is the proportion of efficiency-restoring

arbitrage transactions out of all trades in the pool during the week. We measure this proportion

based on both the volume of trades and transaction count. The first two rows in each of the two

Panels in Table 4 present the distribution of the two market efficiency measures in pools deployed

on Ethereum and Polygon.

[TABLE 4 HERE]

The median (mean) proportions of arbitrage transactions based on trading volume and transaction

count in Ethereum pools is 7-8% (15-16%). Some pools do not see any arbitrage activity, whereas in

some other pools all transactions are classified as arbitrage. Arbitrage is more prevalent on Polygon,

with the median (mean) fraction of arbitrage transactions being 14-25% (24-33%). The reason is

lower limits to arbitrage due to significantly cheaper gas costs on Polygon. Interestingly, arbitrage

transactions on Polygon tend to be smaller than non-arbitrage ones, as evident from comparing

the first two rows in Panel B. This, again, is consistent with even small arbitrage transactions on

Polygon being profitable due to low gas costs. The evolution of proportion of (trading-volume-

based) arbitrage is depicted in Figure 7.

[FIGURE 7 HERE]

5.2. Measures of bot activity unrelated to market efficiency

It is possible that the proportion of market-efficiency-restoring arbitrage transactions as defined

above is correlated with the general trading bot activity in the pool. There are two additional

common types of bot trades that we observe: non-efficiency-restoring arbitrage and non-arbitrage

bot transactions. To ensure that the relation between market efficiency (proxied by the proportion

of efficiency-restoring arbitrage transactions) and capital allocation efficiency is not spurious, it is

important to control for arbitrage transactions that do not enhance market efficiency. A prevalent

20Similar criteria for identifying arbitrage transactions are used in Hansson (2022).
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example of such transactions is ”sandwich arbitrage”, which is essentially a combination of front-

running and back-running another trader’s transaction. Sandwich arbitrage is possible on the

blockchain because most transactions submitted to the blockchain can be observed in the public

memory pool even before they are executed.21

There is a crucial difference between efficiency-restoring arbitrage transactions, which involve

multiple pools, and sandwich arbitrage transactions, which occur in a single pool. The latter trans-

actions represent a pure value transfer from the initiator of a transaction to the bot sandwiching

it. Sandwich arbitrage transactions do not impact post-trade prices and cannot improve market

efficiency.

A transaction is classified as a sandwich arbitrage in a given pool if it satisfies the following

conditions:

a) it has two legs involving the same pair of assets with opposite signs;

b) the two legs are located in non-consecutive positions in the block;

c) there is an external transaction involving the same two assets, such that assets in and out are

the same as in the first leg of the sandwich arbitrage;

d) the net amount out of each of the two assets is non-negative;

e) the net amount out of at least one of the two assets is positive;

f) both legs of the arbitrage are trades in the pool examined.

Figure 8 depicts an example of a sandwich arbitrage transaction. In this transaction, the attacker

21Originally on Ethereum, block validators were examining the transactions sent by the users, and then reordering
them or inserting their own transactions to extract maximum value form each block (thus MEV - Maximum Ex-
tractable Value). This required validators to run complex software, thus increasing the cost of running a profitable
validator and leading to higher centralization of the network. To solve the potential centralization issue, a design
feature called Proposer/Builder Separation (PBS) was introduced to Ethereum. The main idea is that the task of
building the most profitable block is separated from proposing the new block to the network. The initial version of
PBS was implemented by Flashbots and is known as Mev-boost. PBS operates in the following way: Specialized
players called Block Builders observe the memory pool and assemble the most profitable blocks. The Builders work
in conjunction with another type of specialized players called Searchers, whose goal is to construct most profitable
bundles, e.g. a efficiency-restoring arbitrage or a sandwich arbitrage, and make sure to be the first to execute it.
As a result, market-efficiency-restoring transactions are often placed in beginnings of blocks, whereas the two legs of
sandwich arbitrage can typically be found right before and right after a relatively large transaction. Builders perform
an auction between the Searchers, and the highest bidders get their bundles included into the block constructed by
the Builder. Builders then submit their blocks to Validators (also known as Proposers), who in turn choose the
most profitable block out of all the blocks proposed by competing Builders. Usually, around 80% of all the arbitrage
revenue is accrued by the Validators, with the remainder going to Searchers and Builders. See also Capponi et al.
(2021) for a discussion of the role of block builders in extracting arbitrage opportunities.
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identified that a large $5.2M DAI-ETH swap transacation was submitted to the mempool (itself

a multi-leg trade using USDC as transit asset), and found an opportunity to sandwich one of the

legs of this trade, specifically the $4.96M USDC-ETH swap. The arbitrageur constructed a bundle

of three transactions:

1) A new transaction in which 5.266 million USDC were sold to the pool for 2,677 ETH — fron-

trunning the original transaction;

2) The original organic transaction;

3) A new transaction in which 2.677 ETH obtained in the frontrunning leg of the transaction were

sold to the pool for 5.289 million USDC — backrunning of the original transaction, making a profit

of $22,900.

[FIGURE 8 HERE]

We define non-market-efficiency-related arbitrage activity at the pool-week level as the propor-

tion of sandwich arbitrage (measured using either trading volume or trade count) in a pool during

a given week. The third and fourth rows of Table 4 present the distribution of the proportion of

sandwich arbitrage transactions on the two blockchains. Sandwich arbitrage is much more preva-

lent on Ethereum than on Polygon – the median fraction of sandwich transactions in a pool-week

is 2-7% on Ethereum, compared with 0.2% on Polygon. This is likely due to the fact that the

relations between bot operators and block builders are more developed on Ethereum due to larger

transaction sizes, leading to more profitable arbitrage opportunities.

Bot activity in the pools is not limited to arbitrage. Trading bots often execute non-arbitrage

transactions, likely related to high-frequency automated trading strategies. It is important to

control for non-arbitrage bot trading in an analysis of capital allocation efficiency. The reason is that

bot transactions are more likely to represent informed trading than transactions by noize traders.

In AMM pools, the counterparty to every trade is liquidity providers in the pool. Prevalence of

non-arbitrage bot trading in the pool against concentrated liquidity positions increases adverse

selection that liquidity providers face, reducing the expected profitability of concentrated liquidity

pools and, as a result, leading to lower capital allocation efficiency.
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We define non-arbitrage activity as transactions by wallets identified in Ethereum and Polygon

block explorers as bots that are not classified as efficiency-restoring or sandwich transactions. As

evident from the last two rows of the two panels in Table 4, the median proportion of non-arbitrage

bot trading on both blockchains is 5-6%, whereas the mean is 13-16%.

6. Determinants of capital allocation efficiency

In this section we examine the relation between our arbitrage-based blockchain-pool-week-level

measure of market efficiency and the estimated efficiency of concentrated liquidity allocation in

the pool. We begin by estimating panel regressions for the full samples of pools on Ethereum and

Polygon and proceed by utilizing a shock to market efficiency on the Ethereum blockchain and

performing a difference-in-differences analysis using a matched sample of pools on Ethereum and

Polygon.

6.1. Baseline analysis

Table 5 reports results of regressing our capital allocation efficiency estimate on the measure of

market efficiency and on additional variables that can affect the willingness and ability of liquidity

providers to establish and maintain concentrated liquidity positions.

[TABLE 5 HERE]

In Panels A and B, the regressions are estimated using samples of Ethereum and Polygon pools, re-

spectively. We use both trading-volume-based and transaction-count-based measures of proportion

of efficiency-restoring arbitrage transactions.

The most important finding in Table 5 is that there is a positive relation between market ef-

ficiency and capital allocation efficiency. The coefficients on the proportion of efficiency-restoring

arbitrage volume/transactions out of totals in the pool are positive and significant in seven spec-

ifications out of eight. In specifications without liquidity pool fixed effects (in odd columns), the

relation is economically significant: A one-standard-deviation increase in the measure of market
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efficiency is associated with 0.05-0.07 standard deviation increase in capital allocation efficiency in

Ethereum pools and with 0.11-0.17 increase in capital allocation efficiency in Polygon pools.

Notably, these results are obtained while controlling for non-market-efficiency-restoring (sand-

wich) arbitrage, which proxies for the general propensity of bot activity in a pool. Bot activity

is positively associated with capital allocation efficiency, the relation being significant in all spec-

ifications on Ethereum and in regressions without pool fixed effects on Polygon. Controlling for

overall bot activity, capital allocation efficiency is significantly negatively related to the proportion

of non-arbitrage bot transactions in the pool, which proxies for the fraction of informed trading.

This is consistent with higher adverse selection faced by providers of concentrated liquidity.

Capital allocation efficiency is higher in pools with high liquidity utilization, as proxied by the

volume-to-TVL ratio. It pays off to actively manage concentrated liquidity (or pay for automated

on-chain concentrated liquidity management using services such as Gamma (www.gamma.xyz) and

Algebra (https://algebra.finance)) when liquidity providers are competing for a share in a

larger pie (i.e. larger pool fees).

Capital efficiency is significantly negatively related to relative transaction size, i.e. the ratio of

average dollar value of transactions in the pool to pool TVL. The reason is that larger transactions

are more likely to be executed outside of the capital efficiency bounds, leading to inefficient con-

centration of liquidity and subpar capital allocation. Capital allocation efficiency is also negatively

related to the volatility of exchange rate of the pool’s assets. The intuition is that higher exchange

rate volatility leads to higher likelihood of the exchange rate leaving pre-determined concentrated

liquidity provision bounds, leading to idle liquidity and low capital allocation efficiency.

Capital allocation efficiency on Ethereum is higher when the market has performed well, as

proxied by the return on Ether over the previous four weeks, suggesting that liquidity providers

consider concentrating liquidity a more worthwhile proposition in bull markets. This relation is

insignificant on Polygon. Finally, on Ethereum, capital allocation efficiency is negatively related

to gas prices. The reason is that concentrated liquidity positions need to be rebalanced often

in response to fluctuations in exchange rates of pools’ assets. Such rebalancing is costlier when
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gas is expensive, reducing the profitability and attractiveness of concentrated liquidity positions.

Interestingly, gas prices are not negatively related to capital allocation efficiency in Polygon pools,

likely due to the fact that gas is cheap on Polygon and gas cost minimization considerations do not

play a significant role in liquidity providers’ strategies in pools deployed on Polygon.

To summarize, providers of concentrated liquidity seem to respond to pool and market char-

acteristics that affects relative costs and benefits of leveraged liquidity provision. Controlling for

several factors influencing pool-level capital allocation efficiency, it is found to be strongly positively

related to arbitrage-based measure of pool-level market efficiency.

6.2. Difference-in-differences estimation

The results in the previous subsection demonstrate a positive association between measures of

market efficiency and estimated capital allocation efficiency. In what follows, we attempt to uncover

a causal association between the two by examining a response of capital allocation efficiency to a

shock in market efficiency. The setting we utilize is the so-called ”Shapella (Shanghai-Capella)

upgrade” of Ethereum blockchain.

Prior to September 15, 2022, Ethereum blockchain used the ”proof-of-work (PoW)” consensus

mechanism, which was introduced and popularized by the Bitcoin blockchain,22 and in which

block validators spend computer resources — a process commonly referred to as ”mining” — in

a battle for the right to add a new block to the blockchain.23 On September 15, 2022, Ethereum

blockchain transitioned to ”proof-of-stake (PoS)” consensus, in which the likelihood of obtaining

the right to add the next block is a function of financial resources spent by block validators in

the form of ”staked” (i.e. deposited) native currency of a blockchain — Ether in the case of

Ethereum blockchain.24 This transition of Ethereum from proof-of-work to proof-of-stake consensus

is commonly referred to as ”the Merge” (between the original Ethereum blockchain and a separate

proof-of-stake blockchain called the Beacon Chain).

22See Nakamoto (2008) for an introduction to proof-of-work consensus.
23See Capponi et al. (2023) for a game theoretical analysis of mining.
24See John et al. (2022) for an overview of proof-of-work and proof-of-stake consensus mechanisms and Saleh (2021)

for an analysis of their differences.
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As discussed above, performing arbitrage on a blockchain relies on an arbitrage bot’s ability

to insert transactions in particular places in a block — typically either immediately following

transactions in the same block or in the very beginning of the next block. This ability to precisely

place transactions is possible due to established relations between arbitrageurs and ”block builders”,

who assemble transactions into blocks and relay these proposed blocks to validators, who, in turn,

append these blocks to the blockchain in case they win the right to do so. Importantly, block

builders have complete discretion as to which transactions to include in a block and in which order,

leading to tight economic incentives driving the relations between MEV bots and block buiders on

one hand and block builders and validators on the other hand.

While the Merge changed the identity of important blockchain validators — from ”mining

pools”25 to Ether ”staking pools”, such as Lido (https://lido.fi) and Coinbase Earn (https:

//www.coinbase.com/earn), this transition was gradual and expected, allowing block builders to

establish relations with post-Merge validators prior to the Merge. Thus, the Merge is unlikely to

have disrupted arbitrage opportunities on the blockchain.

Shapella upgrade of Ethereum blockchain, which occurred on April 4, 2023, allowed ”unstaking”

(withdrawing) of staked Ether from the blockchain. This was widely expected to have significant

and hardly predictable impact on the market shares of Ether staking pools and the identity of

important validators — an expectation that was borne out in reality. This disruption of the

market for blockchain validation had significant effect on the ability of block builders to have their

proposed blocks accepted by validators, resulting in reduced possibilities to effectively perform

arbitrage transaction. Thus, Shapella upgrade presented a negative shock to arbitrage-based market

efficiency. Notably, while the timing and the overall (directional) effect of such shock were largely

anticipated, there was little that could be done by block builders (and, by implications, arbitrageurs)

to preempt it.

Shapella upgrade corresponds to week 102 in our sample. Notably, Polygon blockchain has

utilized proof-of-stake consensus from its inception. Thus, liquidity pools deployed on Polygon

25See Cong et al. (2021) for an analysis of mining pools.
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can potentially serve as a control sample for the difference-in-differences analysis of the change in

capital efficiency in Ethereum pools around Shapella upgrade. Consistent with this conjecture, the

graphs of the proportion of efficiency-restoring arbitrage on Ethereum and Polygon diverge around

week 102, as evident from Figure 7. The correlation between this proportion on the two blockchains

is quite high (around 0.6) up to week 102, at which point it becomes negative (approximately -0.2

starting week 103, and -0.4 during weeks 103-114).

The subsamples relevant for the analysis are defined as follows. For each (treated) pool-week

on Ethereum we attempt to find matching pool-week(s) on Polygon. A matching pool is defined

as a pool that has liquidity in the same two assets as the focal pool.26 Each Ethereum pool can

have several matching pools on Polygon and mulitple Ethereum pools can have the same matching

pool on Polygon, since on both blockchains there are often several pools with liquidity in the same

asset; these pools can be deployed on the same protocol or on multiple interoperable protocols.

Ee examine two timeframes. In the first, the pre-event subsample includes all treated and

control pools during weeks 34-101 (i.e. from the first appearance of concentrated liquidity pools

on Polygon to the week preceding the week of Shapella upgrade) and weeks 103-125 (from the

week following Shapella upgrade until the end of the sample period). There are 5,316 Ethereum

pool-weeks and 6,208 Polygon pool-weeks in this subsample. In the second subsample, we limit the

analysis to 12 weeks before and after the week of Shapella upgrade (i.e. weeks 90-101 and 103-114).

The reason for examining the shorter window is that the effect of disruption in arbitrage activity

is likely temporary, as block builders eventually establish relations with new block validators. In

addition, as is evident from Figure 5, the parallel trends assumption seems to be better satisfied

throughout the shorter pre-event window. This subsample contains 1,752 (2,211) pool-weeks on

Ethereum (Polygon).

We proceed to estimating regressions in which the dependent variable is our measure of capital

allocation efficiency, whereas the main independent variables are: a) Ethereum indicator, b) Post-

26In reality, most assets on Polygon are ”bridged” versions of assets on Ethereum. For all practical purposes, these
bridged assets are identical to the assets on Ethereum (part of which are themselves bridged from other blockchains,
such as Bitcoin).
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Shapella-upgrade indicator, and c) the interaction between the two. If the relation between market

efficiency and capital allocation efficiency is causal, we expect a negative shock to arbitrage-fueled

market efficiency to adversely affect capital allocation efficiency.

The results of the difference-in-differences estimation are presented in Table 6.

[TABLE 6 HERE]

The coefficients on the interaction between trated (Ethereum) and post (Shapella upgrade) indi-

cators are positive and significant in all specifications and for both sample periods. In the longer

sample period, the relative reduction in log capital allocation efficiency on Ethereum (-0.68-0.75)

corresponds to 0.35-0.4 standard deviations of capital allocattion efficiency measure. In the shorter,

24-week sample, the relative reduction in capital allocation efficiency on Ethereum corresponds to

0.27-0.30 standard deviations. The control variables tend to have the same sizes and comparable

magnitudes to those in Table 5 with the exception of the coefficient on exchange rate volatility that

turns positive.27

Overall, the results in this section indicate that the relation between our pool-level arbitrage-

based measure of market efficiency and the pool’s capital allocation efficiency is positive, econom-

ically sizable, and likely causal. This evidence is consistent with the capital allocation efficiency

channel behind the positive relation between market efficiency and economic outcomes.

7. Conclusions

We examine the relation between market efficiency and capital allocation efficiency in the con-

text of concentrated liquidity pools on decentralized exchanges facilitating trading in crypto assets.

We develop novel, highly granular measures of both capital allocation efficiency and market effi-

ciency on two leading public blockchains — Ethereum and Polygon. Our pool-week-level capital

allocation efficiency measure is based on a comparison of the amount of concentrated liquidity with

the amount of non-concentrated liquidity that would have been required to achieve similar trading

27The reason is sizable correlation between exchange rate volatility and relative transaction size. Removing the
latter from the regressions tends to flip the sign of the exchange rate volatility coefficients.
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outcomes. We find that concentrated liquidity leads to significant improvements in trading effi-

ciency (i.e. leads to efficient capital allocation) in most cases. However, there is a sizable fraction

of observations in which concentrated liquidity results in subpar capital allocation. This highlights

the need for developing and studying optimal methods for provision of liquidity — a question that

is a subject of ongoing research.

Our market efficiency measure is based on identifying, among all blockchain transactions, arbi-

trage trades that restore market efficiency, and computing the fraction of such arbitrage transactions

out of all weekly trades in every liquidity pool. We also identify non-efficiency-restoring arbitrage

transactions and overall bot activity in each liquidity pool and control for these transactions while

examining the effect of market efficiency on the efficiency of capital allocation.

Our main finding, obtained using both large samples of pools on Ethereum and Polygon and a

smaller sample of matched pools that we use in conjunction with a shock to market efficiency on

Ethereum, is that market efficiency seems to positively influence capital allocation efficiency. We

choose the setting for analysing out research question — decentralized finance — as its characteris-

tics, such as blockchain transparency and ability to facilitate smart-contract-governed trades that

do not require financial intermediation, allow us to construct the unique measures that we use in

the empirical analysis. Notably, there are no particular features of this setting that make us believe

that our findings would not have external validity in other financial markets. In other words, an

implication of our study that developed financial markets (at least in the sense of market efficiency)

can contribute to economic growth through efficient capital allocation.
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Figure 1: Time-Series Evolution of Combined Trading Volume on DEXes

This figure presents monthly trading volume on Decentralized Exchanges (DEXes) on
all blockchains combined from January 2020 to November 2023. The source of data is
www.defillama.com.
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Figure 2: Liquidity provision in constant product pools

Figure 2a presents an example of liquidity provision into a non-concentrated liquidity pool. Red and
blue dots represent liquidity positions of two liquidity providers. Green dot is combined liquidity
in the pool. Green curve is the constant product trading curve around the pool’s liquidity.
Figure 2b presents an example of trading in the pool. Green dot represents the post-trade liquidity
in the pool. Black dot adjacent to is is the pre-trade liquidity in the pool. Red and blue dots
represent the two liquidity providers’ post-trade positions, whereas black dots adjacent to them
represent their pre-trade positions.

(a) Liquidity provision and trading curve

(b) Trading in the pool
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Figure 3: Liquidity provision in concentrated liquidity pools

Figure 3a presents an example of liquidity provision into a concentrated liquidity pool. Red dot represents the
first liquidity provider’s concentrated liquidity position. The upper red curve represents trading curve resulting
from the first LP’s position, and the rays coming from the lower left corner represent the concentrated liquidity
bounds. Blue dot represents the non-concentrated position of the second liquidity provider. Black dot represents
combined real liquidity in the pool. Green dot represents combined virtual liquidity in the pool. Green curve
represents the trading curve in the pool.
Figures 3b and 3c present examples of trading in the pool. Green dot represents the post-trade liquidity in
the pool. Black dot adjacent to is is the pre-trade liquidity in the pool. Red and blue dots represent the two
liquidity provider’s post-trade positions, whereas black dot adjacent to them represent their pre-trade positions.
(In Figure 3c blue dot coincides with green dot and red dot coincide with black dot.)

(a) Concentrated liquidity provision and trading curve

(b) Trading in the concentrated liquidity pool

(c) Inefficient concentrated liquidity
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Figure 4: Evolution of V3 pools

Figure 4a presents the weekly number of concentrated liquidity (V3) pools with non-zero liquidity on Ethereum
(solid blue curve) and Polygon (dashed red curve).
Figure 4b presents the weekly total total value locked (TVL) of all V3 pools on Ethereum (solid blue) and
Polygon (dashed red) in $U.S. Pool-level weekly TVL is the sum of the average values of the two assets in the
pool throughout the week. Total weekly TVL is the sum of pool-level weekly TVLs across all V3 pools on a
given blockchain.
Figure 4c presents the total weekly volume of transactions in all V3 pools on Ethereum (solid blue) and
Polygon (dashed red) in $U.S.
Figure 4d presents the total weekly number of transactions in all V3 pools on Ethereum (solid blue) and
Polygon (dashed red) in $U.S.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Figure 5: Evolution of capital efficiency

This figure presents weekly mean log capital efficiency of V3 pools deployed on Ethereum (solid blue) and
Polygon (dashed red), for 125 weeks starting from May 5, 2023 and ending September 17, 2023. The estimation
of capital efficiency is described in Section 4.
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Figure 6: Example of an efficiency-restoring arbitrage transaction

This figure presents an example of an efficiency-restoring arbitrage transaction. The discussion of this
transaction is found in Section 5.1.
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Figure 7: Evolution of efficiency-restoring arbitrage

This figure presents weekly mean proportion of efficiency-restoring arbitrage transactions in V3 pools deployed
on Ethereum (solid blue) and Polygon (dashed red), for 125 weeks starting from May 5, 2023 and ending
September 17, 2023. The procedure for identifying relevant transactions is described in Section 5.1.
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Figure 8: Example of a sandwich arbitrage transaction

This figure presents an example of a sandwich arbitrage transaction. The discussion of this transaction is
found in Section 5.2.
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Table 1: Summary statistics of concentrated liquidity (V3) pools

This table presents summary statistics of concentrated liquidity (V3) pools deployed on Ethereum blockchain in Panel A
and Polygon blockchain in Panel B. The sample period is May 6, 2021 to September 17, 2023 (125 weeks). TVL stands
for ”total value locked”, i.e. the amount of liquidity in the pool, computed as weekly average of the $US value of the
two assets in the pool. Transaction volume refers to the $US value of trades in a pool throughout a week. Transaction
count is the number of trades in a pool throughout a week. Volume-to-TVL is the ratio of weekly transaction volume
to average weekly TVL. Average transaction size is the weekly average of $US values of transactions in a pool. Average
transaction to TVL is the ratio of average weekly transaction size in a pool to average TVL of the pool throughout the
week. St. dev. Exchange rate is the standard deviation of the daily change in the logarithm of the ratio of prices of
two assets in a pool, computed over 28 days prior to the observation week. ETH return is the difference between the
logarithm of ETH price one day prior to the start of the week of an observation to the logarithm of ETH price 29 days
prior to the observation week start. Gas price is the price of one unit of gas in 10−9 $US.

Min Q1 Median Q3 Max Mean St. dev. Num obs.

Panel A: Ethereum

TVL 84 95,091 357,320 1,358,238 1,115,790,411 3,928,214 23,916,018 49,451
Transaction volume 52 65,536 241,819 1,137,434 235,944,483 3,864,930 16,838,902 49,451
Transaction count 30 58 114 265 23,616 313.16 832.56 49,451
Volume-to-TVL 0.000 0.345 0.852 1.991 131.949 1.858 3.475 49,451
Avg transaction size 1.41 812.10 1998.82 5507.64 778063.84 7177.53 19433.81 49,451
Avg transaction to TVL 0.0000 0.0001 0.0009 0.0033 1.0558 0.0043 0.0136 49,451
St. dev. Exchange rate 0.03% 2.91% 4.84% 7.65% 41.04% 6.09% 5.39% 49,451
ETH return -61.63% -11.38% -1.17% 12.90% 43.76% -0.72% 19.51% 49,451
Gas price (10−9 $US) 18.46 38.74 58.69 204.41 755.40 144.50 166.09 49,451

Panel B: Poygon

TVL 0 1,990 15,530 148,237 225,180,047 878,000 7,248,649 24,070
Transaction volume 0 1,370 11,917 115,591 35,737,615 649,894 2,845,637 24,070
Transaction count 30 72 182 697 102,158 1,096.03 3,420.00 24,070
Volume-to-TVL 0.000 0.326 0.943 2.450 207.183 2.554 6.178 24,070
Avg transaction size 0.00 13.37 59.86 246.35 11898.57 242.27 517.99 24,070
Avg transaction to TVL 0.0000 0.0001 0.0005 0.0019 2.8662 0.0032 0.0221 24,070
St. dev. Exchange rate 0.03% 1.87% 3.15% 5.01% 22.25% 3.93% 3.41% 24,070
ETH return -59.47% -11.45% -1.58% 6.00% 43.25% -1.50% 16.93% 24,070
Gas price (10−9 $US) 0.04 0.10 0.14 0.24 2.12 0.25 0.34 24,070
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Table 2: Summary statistics of capital allocation efficiency of concentrated (V3) pools

This table presents summary statistics of measures of capital allocation efficiency in concentrated liquidity (V3) pools
deployed on Ethereum blockchain in Panel A and Polygon blockchain in Panel B. The sample period is May 6, 2021 to
September 17, 2023 (125 weeks). Mean (estimation) error refers to average, across all trades in a given pool in a given
week, of absolute value of the distance between the dollar value of the actual amount out and amount out that would
have been obtained in a hypothetical non-concentrated liquidity pool, normalized by the dollar price impact of the trade,
as described in (4). Capital allocation efficiency is the ratio of TVL of a hypothetical V2 pool obtained as a result of
solving the minimization problem in (4) to the average weekly TVL of the V3 pool, as in (5). log (Capital allocation
efficiency) refers to natural logarithm.

Min Q1 Median Q3 Max Mean St. dev. Num obs.

Panel A: Ethereum

Mean error 0.011% 0.738% 1.388% 2.637% 9.998% 2.046% 1.931% 49,451
Capital allocation efficiency 0.006 1.664 6.283 62.922 6,149.490 215.600 754.210 49,451
log (Capital alloc. efficiency) -5.160 0.509 1.838 4.142 8.724 2.316 2.579 49,451

Panel B: Polygon

Mean error 0.004% 0.391% 0.708% 1.334% 9.993% 1.180% 1.449% 24,070
Capital allocation efficiency 0.001 1.466 6.884 76.928 38,412.360 947.120 4,357.230 24,070
log (Capital alloc. efficiency) -6.792 0.383 1.929 4.343 10.556 2.420 3.120 24,070
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Table 3: Determinants of precision of capital allocation efficiency estimates

This table reports estimates, at the pool-week level, of linear regressions in which the dependent
variable is mean estimation error, as defined in Table 2. The independent variables are defined in
Table 1. The regressions are estimated on the pools deployed on Ethereum blockchain in Panel A
and Polygon blockchain in Panel B. In even columns, regressions are augmented by pool and week
fixed effecrs. Standard errors, reported in parentheses, are clustered at the pool and week levels.

Panel A: Ethereum Panel B: Polygon

Intercept 2.804*** 5.479*** 1.445*** 1.099**
(0.111) (0.882) (0.075) (0.450)

log (Transaction count) -0.148*** -0.017 -0.070*** 0.007
(0.023) (0.019) (0.020) (0.016)

log (Transaction volume) -0.070*** -0.059*** -0.028** -0.007
(0.013) (0.011) (0.011) (0.008)

St. dev. exchange rate 10.887*** 2.081*** 16.101*** 4.616***
(0.359) (0.190) (0.631) (0.331)

Pool fixed effects No Yes No Yes

Week fixed effects No Yes No Yes

R squared 0.240 0.442 0.252 0.490

Number obs. 49,451 49,451 24,070 24,070
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Table 4: Summary statistics of bot trading

This table presents summary statistics of measures of various types of bot trading activities in concentrated liquidity
(V3) pools deployed on Ethereum blockchain in Panel A and Polygon blockchain in Panel B. The sample period is
May 6, 2021 to September 17, 2023 (125 weeks). % of efficiency-restoring arbitrage is the fraction (volume-based
in odd rows and number-of-transactions-based in even rows) of trades classified as efficiency-restoring arbitrage
transactions out of all transactions in a pool during a week. The procedure for identifying efficiency-restoring
arbitrage transactions is described in Section 5.1. % sandwich arbitrage is the fraction of trades classified as
sandwich transactions out of all transactions in a pool during a week. The procedure for identifying sandwich
arbitrage transactions is described in Section 5.2. % other bot trading is the fraction of trades initiated by MEV bots
and not classified as efficiency-restoring arbitrage or sandwich arbitrage out of all transactions in a pool during a week.

Min Q1 Median Q3 Max Mean St. dev. Num obs.

Panel A: Ethereum

% efficiency-restoring arbitrage

Volume-based 0% 1.35% 7.29% 22.11% 100% 16.09% 21.24% 49,451
Count-based 0% 2.13% 7.52% 19.66% 100% 14.98% 19.59% 49,451

% sandwich arbitrage

Volume-based 0% 0% 1.47% 7.44% 99.67% 5.95% 10.72% 49,451
Count-based 0% 0% 0.67% 2.30% 74.07% 1.64% 2.54% 49,451

% other bot trading

Volume-based 0% 0.33% 4.96% 20.63% 100% 13.88% 19.08% 49,451
Count-based 0% 0.72% 5.26% 23.74% 100% 15.79% 21.36% 49,451

Panel B: Polygon

% efficiency-restoring arbitrage

Volume-based 0% 5.47% 14.49% 36.04% 100% 24.46% 25.63% 24,070
Count-based 0% 9.67% 24.75% 52.42% 100% 33.07% 27.91% 24,070

% sandwich arbitrage

Volume-based 0% 0% 0% 0.20% 90.14% 1.17% 4.53% 24,070
Count-based 0% 0% 0% 0.18% 25.00% 0.39% 1.14% 24,070

% other bot trading

Volume-based 0% 0.80% 5.77% 19.33% 100% 13.25% 17.52% 24,070
Count-based 0% 1.90% 6.53% 18.75% 100% 14.14% 18.36% 24,070
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Table 5: Determinants of capital allocation efficiency

This table reports estimates, at the pool-week level, of linear regressions in which the dependent variable is capital allocation
efficiency, as defined in Table 2. The independent variables are defined in Tables 1 and 4. The measure of efficiency-restoring
arbitrage is based on the fraction of volume of arbitrage transactions out of total transaction volume in a pool during a week
columns 1-2 and 5-6 and on the fraction of the number of arbitrage transactions out of total number of transactions in the pool
during the week in columns 3-4 and 7-8. The regressions are estimated on the pools deployed on Ethereum blockchain in Panel
A and Polygon blockchain in Panel B. In even columns, regressions are augmented by pool and week fixed effects. Standard
errors, reported in parentheses, are clustered at the pool and week levels.

Panel A: Ethereum Panel B: Polygon

Arb measure: % arb volume % arb transactions % arb volume % arb transactions

Intercept 0.713*** 0.891*** 2.860*** 3.378***
(0.099) (0.162) (0.502) (0.496)

% arbitrage 0.870*** 0.637*** 0.560*** 0.334*** 1.394*** 0.151 1.907*** 0.598***
(0.049) (0.081) (0.117) (0.107) (0.075) (0.115) (0.170) (0.133)

% sandwich 0.558*** 0.383*** 0.279*** 0.820* 1.946*** 0.777 0.694 3.948**
(0.096) (0.109) (0.786) (0.497) (0.413) (0.417) (2.224) (1.807)

% non-arb bot -0.875*** -0.214** -0.795*** -0.396*** -2.130*** -0.780*** -1.876*** -0.920***
(0.056) (0.084) (0.135) (0.091) (0.112) (0.130) (0.370) (0.146)

log volume-to-TVL 0.576*** 0.439*** 0.572*** 0.439*** 0.503*** 0.429*** 0.517*** 0.433***
(0.008) (0.011) (0.021) (0.011) (0.010) (0.016) (0.035) (0.016)

Rel. trans. size -72.928*** -73.979*** -73.236*** -73.981*** -26.161*** -23.483*** -25.941 -23.476***
(0.745) (0.776) (8.736) (0.777) (0.843) (0.775) (16.297) (0.774)

St. dev. exch. rate -0.849*** -1.668*** -1.026** -1.717*** -2.185*** -4.122*** -3.851*** -4.210***
(0.194) (0.264) (0.452) (0.264) (0.561) (0.770) (1.359) (0.769)

Lagged ETH return 0.139*** 0.151*** 0.095 0.098
(0.052) (0.056) (0.120) (0.126)

Log gas price ($US) -0.218*** -0.205*** 0.015 0.062**
(0.010) (0.018) (0.550) (0.031)

Pool fixed effects No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Week fixed effects No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

R squared 0.250 0.391 0.247 0.390 0.144 0.404 0.161 0.405

Number obs. 49,451 49,451 49,451 49,451 24,070 24,070 24,070 24,070
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Table 6: Determinants of capital allocation efficiency: Shapella upgrade

This table reports estimates, at the pool-week level, of linear regressions in which the dependent variable is capital
allocation efficiency, as defined in Table 2. Post Shapella is an indicator variable equaling one for weeks 103-125
and equaling zero otherwise. Ethereum is an indicator variable equaling one (zero) for pools deployed on Ethereum
(Polygon) blockchain. Post Shapella × Ethereum is the product of the two indicators. Log gas price ($US): Ethereum
(Polygon) equals the natural logarithm of gas price for Ethereum (Polygon) pools and equals zero for Polygon
(Ethereum) pools. The rest of the independent variables are defined in Table 1. The sample includes pools on
Ethereum and Polygon blockchains that can be matched, i.e. a pool on Ethereum (Polygon) blockchain is included
only if there is a pool with the same assets on Polygon (Ethereum) blockchain. The regressions are estimated using
the full sample period in Panel A and using data from weeks 90-101 and 103-114 in Panel B. In even columns, re-
gressions are augmented by pool fixed effects. Standard errors, reported in parentheses, are clustered at the pool level.

Sample period Full sample 12 weeks pre and post

Intercept 2.804*** 1.649*** 3.662*** 2.802
(0.933) (1.780) (1.288) (1.872)

Post Shapella -0.361*** -1.286** -0.352** -0.229**
(0.124) (0.532) (0.154) (0.106)

Ethereum -1.687 -1.613 -3.434* -0.435
(1.047) (1.018) (1.988) (1.906)

Post Shapella × Ethereum -0.685*** -0.751*** -0.387* -0.424***
(0.170) (0.099) (0.212) (0.158)

log volume-to-TVL 0.454*** 0.440*** 0.503*** 0.350***
(0.049) (0.019) (0.055) (0.037)

Rel. trans. size -85.290*** -73.516*** -89.841*** -76.840***
(9.405) (1.894) (10.735) (3.389)

St. dev. exch. rate 7.029*** -1.114 6.670** 3.756*
(2.388) (-1.215) (3.192) (2.111)

Lagged ETH return 0.242* -1.900 -0.442 -0.295
(0.136) (1.839) (0.352) (0.340)

Log gas price ($US): Ethereum -0.097 -0.298*** -0.216 0.022
(0.061) (0.067) (0.156) 0.149

Log gas price ($US): Polygon 0.027 -0.091 0.082 0.096
(0.060) (0.063) (0.085) (0.077)

Pool fixed effects No Yes No Yes

R squared 0.197 0.475 0.206 0.543

Number obs. 11,524 11,524 3,963 3,963
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